
  

1. Introduction:

Influence of the small-scale variability of the raindrop size 
distribution on radar power laws
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➔ Rainfall = key process in climate system and hydrological cycle.
➔ Reliable rain rate estimation (remote sensing) is of primary importance
➔ Rainfall = spatial and temporal varying process.
➔

➔ Significant variability of the raindrop size 
distribution (DSD) at 1 km² scale (see 8A.2).

5. Influence on radar rain rate estimates:

2. Dataset:

● 16 PARSIVELs over ~1x1 km²
● 1-min DSD spectrum
● Classification according to rain type: 

➔ 9 convective events (571 rainy min)
➔ 8 frontal events (838 min)
➔ 19 transitional events (3493 min)

Objectives: ➔ Influence of the DSD variability on radar power laws.
➔ Influence on radar rain rate estimation.
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3. Methods:

Power laws fitting: 
Non-Linear least 

square fitting

Lausanne, Switzerland

4. Variability of radar power laws:
3 radar power laws considered:

Time steps considered

All stations with R ≥ 0.1 mm h-1

Only drops with v(D) in the range:and

Uncertainty

- station scale (each of the 16 stations)
- aggregate of all stations (denoted P)
- pixel scale (averaged fo the 16 
stations at each time step, denoted A)

Consider σ provided by Jaffrain and Berne 
(JHM 2011) + stochastic approach

● Overall, significant variability (i.e., larger than the 
sampling uncertainty).

● Smaller uncertainties for P 
and A.

● ≠ rainfall types → ≠ clusters.

Influence on radar rain 
rate estimates?

● Sensitive to the chosen     
dependent variable 

(Z-R vs R-Z)!

Consider Z
A
 and K

DP,A 
(pixel) as the quantities seen by the radar1

Calculate rain rates R (stations, aggregate, pixel scale) using 
parameterized power laws

2

3 Derive associated rain amounts

Express rain amounts as a function of the pixel one4

6. Conclusions:  Significant variability of power laws parameters at 1 km².
 Limited spatial representativity of such power laws (point, area).
 Parameterization sensitive to the chosen dependent variable.
 Can induce deviation of rain amounts between -5 and +15% 
compared to the pixel one.

Variability of power laws parameters as a function of pixel 
parameters for convective rainfall:

a (c) b (d)
Z-R (-17%,+6%) (-2%,+11%)

R-Z (-31%,-1%) (-0.7%,+12%)

R-Kdp (-10%,+1%) (-6%,-0.5%)

From Jaffrain and Berne, submitted to JAMC
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